For each question, choose the correct answer (A-D):

Music is thought to be one of mankind’s greatest inventions. It is found all over the world and is an important part of culture and ________ (1). One curious fact is that music has formed a part of all the different ________ (2) on our planet.

Music is seen as one of the purest and most emotional creations and it would be hard to imagine our ________ (3) without it. What we need to do is make sure that it does not become too controlled by ________ (4) and allow people to be creative and express themselves through music.

People are constantly inventing new ________ (5) of music and this is what makes it such an interesting topic of ________ (6). Let’s just hope that this will never stop.

1. A. habits  B. traditions  C. fun  D. health
2. A. citizens  B. people  C. festivals  D. civilizations
3. A. existances  B. lives  C. routines  D. times
4. A. money  B. cash  C. income  D. expenses
5. A. genres  B. classes  C. categories  D. kinds
6. A. argument  B. agreement  C. conversation  D. disagreement
Answers:

1. B
2. D
3. B
4. A
5. A
6. C